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In this lecture I’m going to talk about large- scale public communication: about 

broadcasting, and mostly about television, the most massive of the mass media. The 

first fact of life for broadcasting is that it is never left to go its own way. Since all 

countries believe broadcasting has special qualities, they all take collective social 

decisions about its use. Those decisions define the structure of the broadcasting 

systems themselves, the attention given to politics, religion, minority groups, the part 

played by the provinces or regions as against the capital or the nation as a whole, 

public accountability in financial and in programme affairs. Those decisions define 

the amount of censorship, the role given to commerce, the nature of competition (if 

there is any). They define also the prevailing style of each system—light, heavy or a 

bit of both. It is plain that from a study of their formal arrangements for broadcasting 

alone you can go a long way towards analysing the different natures of societies, 

warts and all.  

 

With most countries, after an analysis like that, you are more aware of the warts than 

of the marks of beauty. It would be depressing to start from that end. Instead, I’ll 

sketch the sorts of connection between broadcasting and society which could best 

serve those views of the individual’s relations with his culture which lay behind my 

first four lectures; and then I will look at the main obstacles to such connections. In 

other words, it will be a sort of ideal, as seen by me. It would get very short shrift in 

some parts of the world.  

 

First, a broadcasting system should reflect the culture in which it lives. Which sounds 

easy. But what aspects of the culture? Whose view of the culture? That of a dominant 

cultivated class? Or that which commercial entrepreneurs think their mass consumers 

want or ought to have? And for what purpose is that view being promoted? To 

support the prevailing political or commercial ideology? If control is tight and highly 

centralised, which can happen in multi-party democracies as well as in monolithic 

states (because control can be exercised in other ways than by official legislation), the 

varied conformations of the culture will not be reflected in broadcasting: they will be 

flattened out. It follows that broadcasters should be free to be diverse, open to more 

than one way of seeing the culture they live in. Broadcasters have to ask harder than 

most of us whether prevailing ways of seeing their society are adequate. If they don’t, 

they will get a great deal wrong, beginning with the very tones in which they speak to 

people. When the tones are wrong it usually indicates that the grasp is wrong.  

 

All societies are always changing, and probably especially quickly today. It is always 

difficult to analyse such changes and even more difficult to decide one’s attitude 

toward them. But certainly mass media, if they are to ‘reflect’ a society adequately, 

must try to reflect the changes going on within it, to show it not only as it is today, as 

if finished and set. Most societies are for ever arguing within themselves: with, 
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roughly speaking, the proponents of change on one side and the maintainers of the 

established orders on the other. It is always a confused battle, fought on many fronts 

and on many levels, and with slogans doing duty most of the time, even among 

intellectuals, for serious discussion. Think of the difficulty of making sense of the 

arguments about ‘the permissive society’ in Britain as they are filtered through most 

of the usual outlets. That label alone begs most of the questions, and gets argument 

off on the wrong foot. Broadcasters should be free to provide a platform for people to 

hear such arguments better and to join in.  

 

The case for diversity has a trickier side: that freedom for each of us should include 

the opportunity to change or widen - our tastes if we wish. Our backgrounds, our 

educations, our working lives all tend to make us ‘set’ within certain ranges of taste. 

The provision made for us is almost always along these set lines (varied by class, 

background etc)—it is easier, more predictable, economically more worth-while to do 

that—and soon these lines come to seem facts of nature. I am not saying simply that 

poorly educated people are catered for with a driving, taste-setting precision: that is 

by and large true, but by implication it gives too much credit to the tastes of other 

groups within society. We are back with the inadequacy of most ways of talking about 

taste. The ‘cultivated middle class’ and the ‘intellectuals’ too have a great deal to 

learn about other styles of life.  

 

‘Widening’, ‘diversity’ still sound too featureless and relativistic. In broadcasting 

organisations there is certainly a tendency to think that the effort to make more things 

available is not only a necessary but a sufficient and unedited activity. This is a myth 

since choices are being made all the time by the broadcasters: but one can see how the 

attitude arises. There is a powerful resistance within British culture as a whole to 

‘making distinctions’, ‘recognising standards’ ‘choosing between’, saying you think 

some things better than others; and it weighs particularly heavily on those who work 

in the mass media. ‘The Beatles are as good as Beethoven’ is the quickest short hand 

for that attitude. But it won’t do. It would be silly to beat the Beatles about the head 

because they are not Beethoven. In a way which did not seem possible ten or twelve 

years ago, they caught some aspects of the culture of young people; they are far ahead 

of the song-writers of Denmark Street who preceded them. That’s a gain, and from it 

one can make distinctions between kinds of popular music, according to its liveliness, 

inventiveness and so on. But once you’ve started making distinctions you can’t put an 

artificial limit to that process. To claim ‘they’re both authentic ‘may say something 

about the Beatles and Beethoven, but isn’t the last word. To imply from it that they 

are, in all important senses, as good as each other is to fall over backwards. Some 

works of art attempt more and demand more than others: where they succeed, their 

achieve men is greater than others. So broadcasters have to think about their choices. 

Why shouldn’t more of us have more chance to hear these good—these better—

things? 

 

If broadcasters, then, are to avoid being merely reflectors (which in most countries 

means reflectors of someone in power’s idea of what the culture should look like), if 

they are to express the movements to ward change in their societies, if they are to 

widen our options, if they are to carry out their inescapable making of choices 

thoughtfully and independently—if broad caster are to do all this, they will be 

critically involved, a sort of yeast, in societies. They will be active agents of change. 

This disturbs the conventionally-minded and angers many politicians. It is not popular 
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in any country (in some countries there is no problem—the broadcasters are not 

allowed to risk being risky), Elsewhere, they can hardly settle for less if they are to 

rise to the medium’s possibilities.  

 

One good test of whether broadcasters have this sort of freedom is whether young 

people of talent feel encouraged to join television because it looks like giving them a 

chance to develop their particular gifts. If one network is dominated by, stamped with 

the views of, ideologues, or another by fast-buck seekers, those are signs that the 

medium’s possibilities have been narrowed. A good structure attracts people with a 

great variety of talents—whether to inform, educate or entertain; it has at its centre 

people who have, above all, a sense that the medium is a new kind of medium and can 

do new and different things, that drama, and the treatment of news, and comedy and 

exposition, will on television be different from their former selves. These basic truths 

are not even glimpsed, let alone honoured, in many countries of the world.  

 

New forms; and new audiences, new kinds of audience. One characteristic reinforces 

the other. Most people in a television audience have never seen and will never see a 

West End play. They have no set expectations: the dramatist and producer are 

imaginatively free within the technical possibilities and limits of their new medium, 

free to invoke new audiences. It’s always interesting to assess the implied respect of a 

television writer for the capacities of his unknown audience. But to respect in this 

sense is to have a fundamentally different outlook from that which says, ‘Here is the 

same old West End audience,’ or ‘Here is an unknown mass I want to amuse, woo, 

capture,’ or ‘Here is a mass whose ideology I want to reinforce.’ It says instead: ‘Here 

is a medium whose technical potentialities fascinate me, and its possible audiences do 

not necessarily expect the established forms in art or education or information, nor do 

they have habitual responses.’  

 

To sum up, the necessary conditions are a structure that doesn’t interfere politically, 

that gives many kinds of intellectual and artistic ability room to manoeuvre, that 

implies the medium is more than a tube for sending things down, that respects 

possible audiences and doesn’t try to make them into a homogeneous mass down 

whose throat things are pushed. Conditions such as these are likely to show that the 

medium has more creative possibilities and its audiences greater capacities than we 

had ever imagined.  

 

 

The Big If  

Most nations are not going to set up conditions anywhere near those I have just 

described. Some will simply not relinquish straight political control (though not all 

will call it that—euphemisms are easy to find); others will not relinquish the profit 

that comes from tying the media to the ends of selling. How to alter things? Some sort 

of revolution? That’s unlikely in Britain, and anyway the final condition of mass 

communications after most revolutions has been no better than the earlier. Still, there 

is a chance, if we take thought, of getting more room, more air, in some countries.  

 

It is a big ‘if’. Most public debate on communications in Britain is poor. There is 

some good cultural criticism on the subject but it is not known to most politicians. 

That’s one area where thought does not much irrigate the corridors of power, as I 

learned when I served on the Pilkington Committee on Broadcasting and found that 
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the decades-long debate on the effects of advertising in commercial democracies was 

unknown to some men who were involved at very high levels with advertising in a 

public medium. I do not mean operators: I mean public servants with more than 

commercial responsibilities. And I do not imply that they should have accepted any 

particular position. They should have known the lines of the argument, though. So, on 

the one hand, crass commercial pressures have an easy victory because the defences 

are ill thought-out: on the other, the suspicions of many politicians are so strong you 

wonder whether their attestations of belief in the free play of democratic-argument are 

only lip-service, because based on an inadequate thinking-through of what those fine 

phrases will mean in practice, in hurt pride and rocked pedestals. Then the 

commercial people, who are likely (being in the image business themselves) to be 

more deferential to public figures and their images than the non-commercial, make 

common cause with the politicians in their approach to broadcasting—and we are set 

on a course miles away from the one I’m arguing for.  

 

Still, in some countries where the politicians have decided that broadcasting is 

important—usually on the wrong grounds —the situation is worse and the freedom 

less. Centralised modern technology has created an awful irony. In some countries it 

is not permitted, and certainly not through the public media, to express views counter 

to the orthodoxy (except for a few aunt sallies or clay pigeons of ideas). This position 

is justified by any number of arguments, from the crude to the complicated. Societies 

such as these have sometimes been helped to arrive at their present ideology by the 

work of powerful critical currents opposing the then prevailing ideologies. They were 

at work both under and above ground, since it was then much more difficult to 

centralise and control the distribution of information. It would be almost impossible 

for a critical dialogue to get substantially launched above ground in those countries 

today. Regimes which were set up after intense argument can now shut the door on 

themselves and, by a combination of total control of the communications media and 

new devices for surveillance, prohibit effective debate about their own set-up outside 

small face-to-face groups.  

 

That is one way of keeping broadcasting in jail. Another is to claim that it must be 

free to meet public taste but to tie it tightly to commerce, which, for its own purposes, 

must define public taste in a thinned-down way. In between the two, and sharing some 

of the qualities of each, are certain societies in which broadcasting looks freer but is 

by all sorts of invisible constraints bound to a static and out-of-date view of what ‘our 

great national cultural heritage’ is.  

 

Small wonder that high hopes are put in those developments which can make many 

more outlets available. Then, the argument goes, it will be possible to serve a great 

number of small and different groups at the same time and cheaply. Broadcasting will 

be on a local scale; it will be something people take part in—not something they are 

simply given; it will serve numbers of overlapping groups; areas of different sizes and 

types (rural, urban, suburban, mountain, seashore) will have their own stations, and so 

will different kinds of professional or recreational or religious or- artistic or 

intellectual interest. All will operate by and for themselves, for their own kinds of 

people and for any others who care to listen; and no one will interfere with anyone 

else. The hands of the central controller will lie idle: there will be no place for him, 

thank goodness. It is the hand-press or small-holding dream of communications, and it 

is an engaging dream.  
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I hope something like that can come about: it would have many virtues. But it will do 

practically nothing to solve the problems I have been describing, and may make them 

worse. Incidentally, in those countries where there is no public access to the use of the 

present centralised media it is, of course, utopian to think the authorities will let 

people lay their hands on the gear which would make small-group broadcasting 

possible. That would be like giving everyone his own automatic rifle. Even in less-

controlled societies small-scale provision, no matter how valuable it may be in itself, 

will not solve the big problems. First, because however much local and specialised 

communication there may be, there is and will remain a clear need for good 

communication at the national level and beyond. That will always be needed as part 

of a society’s dialogue with itself as a whole. One of the benefits of broadcasting is 

precisely that it allows a nation to speak to itself (and nation to speak to nation). It is a 

return to parochialism to think that small-scale communication is a substitute for 

large-scale: the two kinds are complementary.  

 

Admittedly, as I’ve said, the national dialogues we have now are not usually effective. 

But—this is the second objection to thinking of small-scale broadcasting as a cure-

all—if we stop caring about the better use of the national channels because we have 

put all our trust in the small-scale, we shall have handed those national channels over 

all the more firmly to the very people we criticise, the ideological toughs and the 

commercial sharpshooters, to distort them for their own ends. We shall have allowed 

those people, by letting us have small-scale broadcasting to play with, to divide and 

rule. Variety on the small scale will have been bought by forfeiting significant links 

and critical involvement with power, authority and the main currents within society. It 

will not then matter how many dialogues go on in that patchwork of smaller units: the 

heavyweight stuff will be controlled more tightly than ever. Finally large-scale 

broadcasting gives the broadcasters opportunities to extend their medium which are 

different from those of small-scale work: they need both.  

 

 

Watchdogs  

The broadcasters should be given the greatest possible freedom, subject to their 

meeting these basic criteria: that they are engaged with their culture; that they have 

thought about the responsibilities of the medium as well as felt its excitements, and 

that they come under regular scrutiny of the right kind. To take the last first. Public 

scrutiny is necessary and can help. But it needs to be more carefully thought-out than 

most proposals made today. Establish a large, watchdog committee with 

representatives ‘from all parts of the community’, postmen as well as vice-

chancellors, trade-unionists as well as headmistresses of independent day schools, and 

you will find that such a body has to be too large to have effective teeth. Establish a 

smaller one and you have divided responsibility between them and your board of 

governors (who in debates about the BBC are usually presumed to continue to exist). 

By both procedures you will have diffused the responsibility of the broadcasters 

themselves and provided yet another buffer between them and the direct play of 

public opinion. You will have established a corporate mule, inorganic in its 

relationship to the profession, unprofessional in just the ways that matter here, a 

committee which will baffle even the best-intentioned broadcasters by the self-

cancelling nature of its debates and advice, and with which the not-so- well-disposed 

broadcasters will be able to play both ends against the middle, while they sit on the 

side-lines smiling politely till the watchdogs go home.  
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To be effective, scrutiny of broadcasters has to be much closer, better informed and 

more variously conceived. Committees, yet of several kinds. To begin with, a core of 

specialist committees which, though they do not have executive powers, are so well- 

informed in their fields, and in broadcasting’s relations to them, that no broadcaster 

can safely ignore them and most won’t want to. In fact, several of these committees 

exist already in the United Kingdom, though one hears too little about their activities. 

Then, more of what I called the direct play of public opinion: a much better range of 

criticism in the press, more sustained thinking about communications -and culture in 

the universities and elsewhere; and more attention to them in the schools, not as 

threats to high culture, but as inescapable features of contemporary culture. Also, 

more effective attention to their relations with broadcasting by other groups—unions, 

literary and artistic groups, educational groups, women’s groups. Already one or two 

organisations— some Church organisations and some women’s—have done more 

intelligent thinking about broadcasting than most of the journals or almost all 

politicians. One sees this when they give evidence to one of those committees of 

inquiry which take stock of the public accountability of broadcasters roughly every 

ten years. All in all, we need a much more varied and much better informed range of 

public scrutinies going on all the time.  

 

What being ‘in touch with the culture’ means I spoke about earlier. Its main 

characteristics are refusing to accept a restricted view of the society, being sensitive to 

its variety, being responsive to change, to possibilities beyond what appear on the 

surface today—the individual’s possibilities, the society’s possibilities and the 

medium’s possibilities. There should be a good level- of cultural literacy throughout 

any broadcasting organisation, but it should be especially strong, conscious and 

articulate at the top. Senior administrators need that sort of understanding if they are 

to give a wide range of talents sufficient freedom of the right kind, and so as to fend 

off, on the right grounds and with the necessary energy, the pressures to politicise and 

commercialise their medium; it will also make them more willing and able to meet 

justified criticism straight, without flannel or evasion.  

 

This is worth stressing because broadcasters can be smug and Olympian. They work 

in an important medium; there are few of them and they know they have great 

influence: they control the few channels which serve millions of people. But 

Olympian attitudes are wholly unjustified. The controllers should instead be on their 

knees asking for guidance. If they do not have a well-nourished sense of their culture 

they will add rigidity to smugness. If they have not thought hard about the inevitable 

acts of censorship their work entails they will be blind censors. Blind censors with 

rigid imaginations. To be a censor is unavoidable: to be a blind censor is inexcusable. 

‘Censor’ is a deliberately strong word. I do not mean open political or any other of the 

obvious kinds of censorship. I mean that, since the available channels and the 

available hours are few, every decision to put something on is taken in the light of 

many more decisions—most of them not brought to the level of consciousness—not 

to put some other things on. There are always many more possible programmes than 

one can take: a continuous, rapid process of selection goes on. I call it ‘censor- ship’ 

to push home the fact that programming is not only a matter of saying yes but also, 

much more often, of saying no.  
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By what criteria are the choices made? First, they are partially defined by the culture; 

second, they are limited by the structure within which the broadcasters work; third, 

they are rationalised in professional terms of art. You don’t put on free debate in 

certain countries: you explain that people don’t want it and would regard it as rude. 

You don’t put on minority drama in other countries: you explain that it would be 

against public taste and that people can tell phoniness when they see it. If you are a 

controller up against a wall defending yourself, you explain that, when it really comes 

down to it; there aren’t all that many good ideas for programmes— only about enough 

to go round. Above all, you resort to your professional terms of art. This is true of all 

forms of large-scale publishing—the press and films as much as broadcasting. All 

recoil from the word ‘censor’. ‘I choose by my news sense,’ says a typical Western 

journalist. ‘I simply know what my audience will think an interesting feature,’ says 

another. ‘I can tell a good TV programme when I see it—that’s all there is to it,’ says 

a third. All these remarks carry the sense of belonging to a mystery, imply that each of 

the large-scale media has peculiar qualities which interest and attract men to work in 

it. True. But those answers are also ways of refusing to recognise the prior limits 

imposed on the definition of ‘a good TV idea’, or ‘news’, or an ‘interesting’ feature, 

by the given ideas of any culture and the structures it has made for its public media. In 

my experience, most people who work in those media do not recognise the power of 

the influences behind their terms of art: they take the terms as absolute statements 

about universal and objective characteristics of their trade. Not to recognise this 

cultural colouring, or these structural biases, is to be an unwitting prisoner of the 

culture and the structure. Your choices, your rejections and your acceptances will be 

forced on you from below and within, even while you are thinking yourself a free and 

easy rider in your medium. You may well be a ‘success’, because you may have a 

natural sense of what your culture most wants and what the structure will most allow 

you to exploit. But you will be missing the big opportunities. That is blind censorship, 

censorship by blind omission. It’s not as sinister as political censorship, but it is 

stupid. We all need irrigating and men in the media more than most of us.  

 

So we come to the most difficult aspect of all: that broadcasters are morally involved 

with their societies. This relationship is hard to define but can’t be slipped away from. 

The life of the medium is not wholly internal to the medium. Still, it is very important 

to say, before looking into what the phrase means, that the broadcasters’ moral 

involvement with the life of their society will only be well faced if they first love their 

medium for itself. If the terms of moral involvement are expressed in a too literal way 

they become moralistic (which is the error of most watchdog bodies). To begin with, 

broadcasters have to love their medium for its own sake, not because they want either 

to do good to society or to subvert it. They should select themselves by their 

enthusiasm. Without that, even their sense of moral involvement will be thin and too 

literal.  

 

In talking about ‘moral involvement’ I am deliberately using an old-fashioned form of 

words. A quite violent reaction was caused by a sentence in the Pilkington Report 

which argued that broadcasters had to recognise that they have ‘a constant and living 

engagement with the moral condition of society’. None of us on the committee had a 

special interest in keeping that particular form of words. No doubt there are better 

ways of putting the point. We did have a strong interest in keeping the idea. The fact 

that it ran counter to one of the great inhibitions of the time didn’t make it less worth 

saying. The report was not talking about the conscious promotion of some particular 
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ethical norms, or about moralising. It was saying that broadcasters cannot settle for a 

wholly aesthetic definition of their work. From the day they select the subject of their 

first programme, from the way they prepare and produce that programme, they are at 

every step involved with, meshed in with, reinforcing or undermining, the value-

systems of their society. Though they may never give the matter a passing thought, 

the pattern of their omissions and commissions, their repetitions and lacunae, the way 

they let the camera linger or switch quickly, the plays they choose and those they 

don’t choose, the subjects they select for discussion and the ways they produce the 

discussions, the clothing they give their actors and actresses, the interiors they order 

from the stage-designers: all this will be dialectically• engaged at all points with 

existing views of the good life within their societies. There is no way out. They will—

to the extent that they are powerful at their work —be disposing some people towards 

changes in directions they, the broadcasters, have consciously or unconsciously 

chosen.  

 

So we might as well know better where we are. It would be nice to say that a 

broadcaster can resolve the dilemma by balancing all sides, letting all appear with 

reasonable regularity—and to some extent that is a fair aim. It needs a considerable 

responsiveness to the culture as a whole, and it is only partially possible, simply 

because there will still have to be more omissions than acceptances. By what criteria 

will the omissions and acceptances be made? On the frequency or force with which 

certain attitudes come up? That seems mechanical. On their newness and novelty? 

That seems trivial. Acceptances ‘against the mainstream’ will presumably have to be 

made, if one is to remain sensitive to change. On what grounds will the exceptions be 

chosen, for there are always more than one has time to cater for? By what arguments 

would you justify this or that particular extension of the conventionally-accepted 

boundaries in sexual explicitness, for example? Because you think the conventional 

boundaries in your culture too restrictive? You may be right. But there’s a large moral 

judgment for you. Because it makes an exciting programme, is ‘good telly’? Whew! 

Because most people have by now got used to that kind of thing in the cinema? So the 

cinema sets your pace? Because everybody’s doing it now? They are doing much 

else: why did you choose sexual explicitness? How do you answer those who claim 

that, in thus helping to push the boundaries further, you are damaging something 

important to the quality of the culture? Can you always and automatically dismiss 

such arguments as old-womanish? From all of which, and one could go on till one 

was out of breath, it is easy to see that, without at all being a do-gooder, a broadcaster 

is in all his decisions involved with the moral life of his society, with its patterns of 

value, with the stresses and changes those patterns are undergoing. My ‘ideal’ model 

for broadcasting has turned out to be at any rate not idealised: ft is the minimum if 

justice is to be done to the richness of cultures and the capacities of individuals within 

them. 


